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Abstract: This article focuses on the examination of the perverse effects of didactic and their impacts in the disengagement of sport and physical Education of pupils Kinshasa’s high school. In the effect, 217 (195 with 45 minutes a week on sport and physical Education (experimental group) and 22 with 6 hours a week of practical APSA (control group) under the guidance of their teachers during 13 weeck, attended in this study. This study consisted in indirect observation of video, in order to identify and determine numerical event of the pervers effects of didactique (Topaze, Sisyphe, metacognitive glissement, incomprehension attentive) and a documentary analysis to save the number of absents in relation with the disengagement in sport and physical Education. The mean was compared with the Student test. But, the correlations between the effects and the disengagement in sport and physical Education were determined by the test of Pearson and compared by the Student in using neperien logarithm.
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1. Introduction

The effectiveness of learning depends on the pedagogical relationship between the agent and the subject. This relationship is determined by the mutual commitment and shared responsibility between the two partners of pedagogical action and results in terms of didactic contract (Brouseau, 1986; Henry, 1991).The didactic contract is a system of reciprocal obligations, largely implicit, that determines what each partner (teacher and taught) has the responsibility to manage and which will be one way or another, responsible to the other. It depends first of the adopted teaching strategy.

The didactic contract is respecting the principle of negotiation which is an agreement between the subject and the agent upon relative exchange to the objective and learning tasks presented by the agent. This helps to clarify the purpose and initiate learning by encouraging the motivation in students (Famose, 2000).It is suitable in teaching through the proposal be simple tasks to solve a problem when learning or new learning situations from the success in the subject.Indeed, the pedagogical choices, style of work required of students, learning objectives, the epistemology of teachers, conditions of evaluation are among the key determinants of educational contract to be adapted to these context that meant Baruk quoted by Brousseau (1998) and Sensevy (2006).

However, many of the difficulties of students is explained by the effects of contract, improperly installed or misunderstood. Moreover, the subject may divert the instructions and have the feeling of being bullied .De Meanwhile, the teacher may during the intervention drag an approach to another which he has no control, verbalize the student as to allow him to say what he did not do (Brousseau, 1986).Moreover, not taken into account the environmental conditions and the restriction of the learning period (Ewamela, 2005) can prevent the achievement of predefined objectives, induce breakage of didactic contract. Thus, we proposed to examine the influence of perverse effects of didactic in Physical Education and Sports on the disengagement of students of Humanities of Kinshasa. This is a major concern which leads us to wonder about the existence of the adverse effects of the teaching during Physical Education and Sports lessons and their impact on the disengagement in Physical Education and Sports among students of Humanities of Kinshasa. To this end, the following assumptions were made:

- The lessons of Sports and Physical Education are an opportunity event to show the pervers effects of didactic in classes of Humanities Kinshasa;
- The perverse effects of didactic are an important factor in Physical Education and Sports disengagement among students of Humanities Kinshasa.
In conducting this study, the objectives are as follows:

- Decrypt the images and raise the event frequency of preserve effects of didactic in Physical Education and Sports.
- Evaluate the influence of perverse effects of didactic on the disengagement in Physical Education and Sports of students of humanities Kinshasa.

The interest of this study is to evaluate optimally the frequency and influence of perverse effects of didactic on the disengagement in EPS in order to contribute to improving the efficiency of learning.

2. Materials and Method

The study focused on 195 students of literary sections (Latin-Philosophy), Science (Mathematics, Physics, Biochemistry) and pedagogic of Humanities Catholic aided schools (College Cardinal Etsou, Bakanja Institute, College Abbe Loya, College Saint Robert) submitted a weekly lesson of 45 minutes constituting the experimental group and 22 students of the Physical Education Section of the College Saint Pierre submitted to 6 hours of weekly practice Sports and Physical Activities and Art gathered in the control group.

This study was conducted in two parts, namely:

- Indirect observation was consisting filming the lessons of Education Physical and Sports. The images were deciphered to determine the frequency of manifestation of the perverse effects of the didactic in EPS have made the following study variables:
  - The topaz effect that is manifested by the non student improvement despite the assistance provided by the teacher to solve a problem situation during the implementation of a learning task. This leads to the non-achievement of the objective defined and negotiated beforehand;
  - The Sisyphus effect perceptible through the disengagement of the student following the continuous demand of the agent when it fails every repetition;
  - The sliding metacognitive effect which is characterized by the change of the task by the teacher in order to circumvent the problem without solving it;
  - The effect of waiting misunderstood: that was manifested by the award of the learning fails to students by the teacher;
  - Recording student absences of humanities Kinshasa during lessons EPS by analyzing call records.

Data from the indirect observation and absences were treated according to descriptive statistics with Microsoft Excel. Statistical tests used were those of Student and Pearson (Robert & James, 1969).

3. Results and Discussions

In order to check the perverse effects of didactic on the disengagement in EPS students of Humanities of some subsidized schools Catholics Kinshasa, it was necessary for us to present and interpret the first perverse effects of teaching and the correlations between the adverse effects of the didactic and disengagement in EPS of these students.

Average and standard deviation ($x\pm\delta$) adverse effects of didactics (topaz, Sisyphus of metacognitive shift, waiting misunderstood) and disengagement of students in the experimental and control groups were presented in Table 1.

**Table 1:** Average and standard deviations ($x\pm\delta$) of the effects of didactic and disengagement in EPS students of experimental and control groups:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental Group (n= 195)</th>
<th>Control Group (n= 22)</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Topaz effect</td>
<td>63,11±1,45***</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisyphus effect</td>
<td>62,99±1,31***</td>
<td>47,14±0,83</td>
<td>79,28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding metacognitive</td>
<td>42,14±2,81***</td>
<td>29,18±0,91</td>
<td>17,88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of waiting</td>
<td>11,29±1,76***</td>
<td>3,18±0,91</td>
<td>34,63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disengagement</td>
<td>8,24±2,49***</td>
<td>1,18±0,91</td>
<td>26,79</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*** : highly significant difference ($P<0,001$)

The results obtained showed that the topaz effect was not demonstrated in the experimental group (63.11 ± 1.45). These results are explained by the failure of students despite the help of the teacher marked by explanations, guidelines, criteria of success, achievement and support, corrections and remedial situations presented by the teacher. To this end, Brousseau (1986) said that the topaz effect is manifested by then on improving of the subject whatever the assistance provided by the agent to solve a problem situation in learning. In this study, the topaz effect occurred in the experimental group by several facts:

- Despite the demonstration and correcting the teacher while learning the ventral roll after finding the realization unsuccessfully to dodge and use of the hand to receive in the pit and his insistence in asking the full extent of the leg in order not to touch the bar when crossing, the students do not respect this and fail to perform this task.
- At asks students to take the momentum of a race that determines the beat with both feet, placing manuals support on the back of his partner, the crossing with legs apart and completely, look at the landscape. Despite the learning situations proposed as palliative means, students especially girls are dispersed manner, hesitate when beaten and others have legs bent. In view of the above, the
previously defined objectives are not achieved due to the manifestation of topaz effect during EPS lessons which have been subject students in the experimental group. During learning legs apart jump with human craft in Gymnastics, teacher.

The predominant manifestation of topaz effect in the classrooms of the experimental group is also linked to the notion of "problem" and the "problem-solving situations" that are at the center of reflection on the efficiency of learning. Indeed, the "problem" is defined as the gap between the required capabilities and the actual capacity of the shift students. This represents the adaptive potential that the student can implement to address the problem. The engine problem that is facing the student lies in the fact that he has no immediate answers in his motor repertoire (Famose, 1991). The answers must be developed over time and require obstacle clearance from where students not only mobilizes the driving resources but also cognitive and emotional resources (Touboul, 2011). The mobilization of this potential that matches the resources of the student does not always happen without breaking the didactic contract.

The results we have achieved also reveal that the manifestation of the Sisyphus effect was significantly greater in the experimental group than in the control group (62.99 ± 1.31 vs. 47.14 ± 0.83; P < 0.001). The most important manifestation of the Sisyphus effect in the experimental group of classes is dependent on continued demand from the teacher without user control means following the failure of students during motor learning. In this situation of perversion, he missed that teacher to identify the causes of the error to give the criteria for success and indicate the destination of the ball. But when students performing the tasks proposed to them without that are specified by the teacher's success criteria, so they perform according to their Understanding. By result, they fail and eventually give up learning. Bessy and Cazenave (1992) observed the following fact: "the teacher noting that there is a difference between the proposed task and that carried, told the student that you have not succeeded. He repeated it several times without specifying what he must actually accomplish the task. «For the teacher, it perceives a malfunction in the course of the task as it was designed, without precisely identifying the origin.

The dysfunction in the classes of the experimental group is also dependent learning errors that must be corrected. Since errors are characteristic behaviors to correct, in terms of a logic of sports physical activity previously defined (and Thepaut Leziart, 2013). In addition, learning errors are related to the subject that learns. Indeed, in EPS, the error is not synonymous with success in motor task, that is, of non-compliance with its criteria for success. Moreover, the error can be detrimental to the student, altering both its progress and sense of competence.

Failure Error identification process creates an incompatibility of operation that the teacher handles ". Hence arises the concept of performance whose relationship with learning is so often thought of as a strong link between a learning situation and its supposed effects on student performance benefits. In fact, analyzing the performance disciplinary relationships and learning from stance Lahanier-Reuter (2008), is to interpret the sequences of actions such as movement within the "didactic system". It can generate the reproduction of inappropriate behavior.

The reproduction of appropriate conduct must be considered as an expression of the failure because no perspective of evolution is possible. This is why it comes to ease results of the knowledge of its action (Schmidt, 1999) through all procedures that encourage students to succeed in its delivery and help to compare what he did with what to do (feedback, success criteria). For without the perception of error, means to overcome it, the mistake can lead to failure and let the student in a discouraging and demeaning status of eternal beginner. The effort asked students may seem to them as excessive. The teacher then wanted her students succeeded. He tends to facilitate their work in different ways including through too abundant explanations that sometimes have the opposite effect and can actually help understand (Touboul, 2011). Regarding the sliding metacognitive effect, it is significantly observable in classes in the experimental group compared to the control group (42.14 ± 2.81 vs. 29.18 ± 0.91; P < 0.001). The important event of the sliding metacognitive effect among experimental subjects can be explained by the use of a new method or the proposed new task rather than solve the problem faced by students during learning technical or tactical element that is complex. This reflects an obstacle epistemological identified that we can understand the lack of definition of the intervention program by the teacher does not have didactic landmark. So under pressure from students and teach what students choose to do (and therefore do not learn) and manages the class group to the detriment of learning because of the peer pressure that prevents individual learning or that of the hardware class organization with an environmental design that limits learning. In this regard, Thepaut and Leziart (2013) observed the following fact in rhythmic gymnastics (final production), "the show can give meaning to learning, but is a real pressure for students and teachers. The lack of regulation by using a main element is the panel of adaptive responses of students during the learning unit (and the lesson cycle) is the origin of this teacher's evasive attitude. The manifestation of this effect reflects the proposed content that does not seem essential, if unsuccessful, teachers passing other content. In this study, the metacognitive slip effect was observed during a basketball lesson by the proposed learning dribble while that of the pass previously started has not been successful. We could explain this shift by the issue of forward progression identified by the teacher but he yields another. This abandonment of the task is applied only when the teacher questions the relevance of the content taught account from that group by going on one hand and the individual using the dribble with over the other risks. He then abandoned a task performed with failure to offer a practical situation and maintaining the educational relationship abandoning the knowledge. En Indeed, when teaching activity failed, the teacher takes his own explanations and heuristics as objects of study instead of the true scientific knowledge (Bouseta, 2010).

Similar results to those of the two previous effects were also obtained in the event of pending misunderstood effect with greater value in classes in the experimental group than the
control group (11.29 ± 1.76 Vs. 3.18 ± 0.91; P <0.001) (Table I). It depends on the students' responsibility in the failure to learning. This responsibility for the failure incumbent on the student reflects the belief that a response expected of students is obvious. The responsibility for the failure incumbent on the student assumes that problem solving situations do not always have the function of organizing the devolution but rather a place close to the activity programmed device containing nested task complexity growing.

The disengagement in Physical Education and Sports was significantly higher in classes in the experimental group compared to the control group (8.24 ± 2.49 vs. 1.18 ± 0.91; P <0.001) (Table I). The higher disengagement in EPS of pupils in the experimental group was due to the inadequacy of the didactic contract and its rupture. Indeed, inadequate teaching contract causes loss of commitment and lack of motivation. ROAD (2011), in this context, meant that the practice stressful fans sports do not accompany the whole life depending on the commitment wanes and motivation that dried up. The stress generated by the practice of sports and artistic physical activity is a psychological and physiological disturbance factor of the body (Billat 2000; Ewamela, 2005).

The disengagement in EPS is linked to biographical factors (morphological and accidental), school cultural identity. Biographical factors of morphological type associated with obesity determine the breaks in Physical Education and Sports (Thibault et al., 2010). The school cultural identity in the humanities is closely related to the beginning of the specialization of training with the above sections. These sections induce a favorable selection in the mobilization of cognitive and conative resources at the expense of driving behavior that characterizes the learning engine. Here we taking a social position based on school counseling student in engaging advantage in learning the optional subjects on the one hand and any interest granted to the other Physical Education and Sports.

However, the content of what is learned is not negligible. Delignieres (2006) estimated that if the direction comes from the process, it also feeds the cultural resonance of skills. This is why the cultural representation of the teaching of media practices seems essential. It should be noted that we should not confine the student to what he knows a priori. This learning prime raises new questions for the teacher. The knowledge and know-how are available in a special way by the institutions (LATCH et al., 2002). This is consistent with the work of the research team Education, Socialization, and university Locales- Community (Escool of Paris VIII) which showed that it is the student who built his own academic position during its singular history, alleged instead that to say the equivalent to the social status of the mirror can be claimed, accepted or refused (Mourgues, 2000). In fact the individual does not question the world, but he appropriates in her about logic.

Table 2 shows the correlations between the abovepervers abovementioned effects and disengagement in Physical Education and Sports among students in the experimental and control groups.

### Table 2: Correlations between the perverse effects of the didactic and disengagement of students in experimental and control groups

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Experimental (n= 195)</th>
<th>Control (n= 22)</th>
<th>Significant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>r</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Topaz-disengagement effect</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sisyphe-disengagement effect</td>
<td>0.243</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sliding metacognitive-disengagement effect</td>
<td>0.98***</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>3.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of waiting misunderstood-disengagement effect</td>
<td>0.90**</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>2.92</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NS : No Significant Difference  
*** Highly Significant Difference  
** Significant Difference

It appears from the analysis of the results shown in Table 2 that the correlations between the negative effects of the didactic Physical Education, Sports, and disengagement of students experimental and control groups were all positive. These results show a strong correlation between topaz effect and disengagement in Physical Education and Sports among students in the experimental group (0.85). This reflects the influence of topaz effect on the disengagement Physical Education and Sports related psycho physiological factors: inattention students which affects the perception of the action, the processing of information in memory, selection and manufacture of motor response, bad adjustments and organizations motor commands that could be attributed to poor muscle activation intensity and timing of activations, the imperfect mechanisms of planning and programming of the movement who come by decision making involving the processing serial route information for the development of an initial engine program that will be sent to the muscles by the motor neuron, the weak mobilization of energy resources in the activity of the body Apsa and development in cognitive-motor potential that can affect motor act to the point of inducing errors including the difficulty of stopping them while learning is a source of rupture. In view of the above, the psychophysiological factors are responsible for the repeated failure among students despite the large teacher intervention and thus disengagement in Physical Education and Sports.

By cons, these results indicate that the disengagement is highly correlated with the Sisyphus effect and correlations are not significantly different between students of the two groups (experimental and control). This is due to the non
remediation repeated failures. The monotony of learning is responsible for the disengagement Physical Education and Sports insofar as the perpetuated habits can be a source of nuisance in Physical Education and Sports.

Disengagement is closely related to the metacognitive slip effect, even more important in the experimental group compared to the control group (0.98 vs. 0.95; P <0.001). This reflects a drop of students in EPS due to the presentation of a new learning object or a new method by the teacher from the perception by him for the failure of his students. This metacognitive shift reflects the lack of skills of teachers witness to the lack of ongoing training to develop professional skills includes: ability to activate during action, knowledge built in and through action. For the design of the action as strongly inserted in a context is proposed in the model of "situated action" (Suchman, 1987). The skill lies not in the resources (attitudes, knowledge, skills) to mobilize but in the same mobilization of resources. Because competence is about the "ability to activate" (The Boterf; 1997; Altet, 1994).

The correlation between the disengagement in EPS and the effect of misunderstood wait is significantly higher among students in the experimental group compared to the control group (0.99 vs. 0.98; P <0.01) (Table 2). The important link between the disengagement in EPS and the effect of waiting misunderstood especially among students in the experimental group was due to the concern of teachers in the management of disciplinary issues rather than support for students in construction their learning. This feeling of abandonment of discipline for the sake of discipline disrupts this implies that most strongly, relationship. The priorities then become the classroom atmosphere, conflict management and regaining the public. Indeed, in the classrooms of the experimental group with a large numbers (39, 41, 43, 62), observation revealed disciplinary issues which led teachers to invest in the restoration of order and time of return on the content of education especially with insufficient equipment in an inappropriate area has led to failures in learning. Furthermore, non-compliance indicators of the evaluation of the pupils’ (instructions and success criteria) are responsible for these failures / to learning. Responsibility for these failures lies in learning to students. In isolation, alone with his students, the teacher does not consider itself as having the right for error. There is no question here of an error undermining the physical integrity of students, but simply the most general impression of the group that what is proposed "not working", that the instructions are not followed and that 'in summary the teacher does not get these students what he had planned (prescribed work / real work).Jointly, it does not, either, that his students can accept from him any form of hesitation, uncertainty would be ipso facto attributed to incompetence. Ultimately, the perversive effects of the didactic contract are much obvious and responsible disengagement in Physical Education and Sports.

4. Conclusion

The Physical Education and Sports lesson requires pedagogical relations maintained by the action of educational partners, namely the teacher acts and the students react to orders (shares their teacher). In this mutual commitment and shared responsibility reflecting the didactic contract, the negative actions of each partner on the pedagogical action can pervert all of them and prevent the achievement of learning objectives: where the breach of contract in relation with the greatest manifestation of the perversive effects of the teaching in the experimental group students (sections: literary, scientific and educational) compared to their counterparts in the control group (Education section of Sports and Physical). The latter is responsible dropout in general and disengagement in Physical Education and Sports in particular. After this study devoted exclusively on the educational factors of disengagement of students in Physical Education and Sports, special attention should be directed towards psychological, sociological and ecological factors disengagement of students in Physical Education and Sports.
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